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bhakiyaraj would go on to make movies like
paadumugam, which is widely considered as a failure of
epic proportions. he did nothing but deride that movie

and selva and whenever selva tried to defend his
movies, he took on in a single comparison the movie

that needed being defended. so if an immature
individual like bhakiyaraj with ego to burn, who never
had any patience to understand how film works, why
not act like that with any normal guy like selva? selva
chose to stop all association with bhakiyaraj and his

work but hasn't ever said why. whatever it was, as time
passed, bhakiyaraj became an alcoholic and also
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harboured some dark secrets. this resulted in a lot of
rumours about him and his career. i find that the

reason for the separation of selva and bhakiyaraj is
very simple. after a series of release of movies which
went unnoticed, selva decided that he would make

movies only for he, whose name was his. this ambition
coupled with the fact that his marriage became
strained and his wife became a household joke,

resulted in a lot of pressure on selva. he experienced
the condition very well when he made athadhes, (which
is often believed to be his best movie), he already had
a reputation before this movie. therefore it had to be
perfect and it had to live up to that reputation. at the

time of that movie, there were two factors which
brought selva to reality check. (1) the movie was not

financially beneficial for the distributors. (2) bhakiyaraj
was demanding a lot more money compared to what
was been done by selva in the earlier movies (mostly

directed and written by braj).
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when compared to raindrops on roses, this movie
seems like an experiment where the director chooses

to keep everything as a loose concept, not really much
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on storyline, emotion is what the movie offers in its
place. i mean, if you need a movie to show you how a
concept behaves under stress then i wont call you a
movie person my favorite bit is the beginning of the

movie that was the most entertaining one and also the
most disturbing for the girl who was in the middle of an
ordeal that scared her. the scene was so realistic the
emotions seemed to engulf and go beyond the two

characters. would have made a great horror movie! i do
not think arr can be said to be an in-born novelist.

rather, he is a good storyteller and has so wonderfully
shown how characters react and how story evolves. so
while watching this movie, i was absorbed to the feel

that each character reaction was on the money and the
laughs were guttural. and the simplicity of the movie is

what makes a strong message. almost like a
documentary where you can identify the emotions

going on in the face of the characters. give me a movie
without any ado. and this one did just that. pretty

amazing, thats what i felt while watching this movie,
pretty amazing and without any clue about what was
about to happen. this time my expectations were low,

the guy is a pretty average goon, a pretty average
drunk and just blah blah blah. but to my surprise, the

movie surprised me, and told me that even in life we do
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not get it all straight. the way they show the first few
days in the life of john, the way they depict our innate

feelings, the way they show the culprits heart even
without trying to throw a knife at him, the way they

show his love for the girl. in the end, the movie shows
us as how we are and shows us what our future has in

store. 5ec8ef588b
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